2014/2015

KU School of Pharmacy Faculty Committees

Academic and Professional Conduct Committee
P&TX  Muma
PHPR  Woods, Dodson
MDCM  Hanzlik
PHCH  Borchardt
Ex-officio  Godwin (Chair)
3P Rep.  Zach Hill (W)
4P Rep.  Audra Osborn (L)
5P Rep.  Jordan Synder (L)
6P Rep.  David Lawn (W)

Academic Standings Committee
PHPR  Melton
MDCM  Hanzlik
PHCH  Borchardt
P&TX  Moise
Ex-officio  Hotchkiss (Chair)

Admissions Committee
PHPR  Dodson, Crowl, Burkhardt
MDCM  Timmermann, David, Peterson, Blagg
PHCH  Stella, Forrest
P&TX  Staudinger, Carrasco
Ex-officio  Hotchkiss (Chair), Barnes, Heidrick, Emerson, Godwin
Student Ambassadors:
3Ps  ___(L), ___ (L),
    Linh Le (W)
4Ps  Kelley Courington (L), Rod Kandah (L),
    Carli Christian (W)
5Ps  Kerra Cissne (L), ___ (L)
    Abby Hennings (W)

Assessment Committee
PHPR  Schrader (Chair)
MDCM  Dutta
PHCH  Stobaugh
P&TX  Moskovitz
Ex-officio  Barnes, Fowles
3P Rep.  Lindsey Moser (W)
4P Rep.  Christina Yuan (L)
5P Rep.  Hollie Ressegue (L)
6P Rep.  Scott Hood (W)

Catalog & Scheduling Committee
PHPR  Kleoppel
PHAR  Coffman
MDCM  David
PHCH  Laurence
P&TX  Staudinger
Ex-officio  Barnes (Chair), Duval

Combined Degree Programs - Admissions Committee
PHPR  Ruisinger
MDCM  Timmermann
PHCH  Forrest
Ex-officio  Heidrick
Ex-officio  Hotchkiss (Chair), Barnes

Curriculum Committee (chair TBD)
P&TX  Dobrowsky, Bortolato
PHPR  Steed, Shin
MDCM  Altman, Scott
PHCH  Lunte, Wang
Experiential  Heidrick (ex-officio)
Skills Lab  Davidow (ex-officio)
Ex-officio  Barnes, Fowles, Shrader (Assessment Committee Chair)
3P Rep.  Matthew Albert (W)
4P Rep.  Sarah Schenkelberg (L)
5P Rep.  Chrissy Black (L)
6P Rep.  Mallory Schroeder (L)

Student Ambassadors:
Skills-Based Learning and Practical Assessment
Medicinal biochemistry lab  Wu
Pharmacy skills lab  Davidow (Chair), Dodson
Clinical assessment  Shradar, Crowl
Interprofessional education  Shradar
Experiential education  Heidrick, Fullerton, Virtue
Drug Information  Abe
Co-curriculum  Barnes, Fowles
Basic science representation  Dobrowsky
Student representation  TBD

Dean's Administrative Committee
Dean  Audus (Chair)
PHPR  Henry
MDCM  Prisinzano
PHCH  Schöneich
P&TX  Muma
Ex-officio  Associate and Assistant Deans

Financial Aid/Awards Committee
PHPR  Kostoff
MDCM  Peterson
PHCH  Krise
P&TX  Zhao
Ex-officio  Hotchkiss (Chair)

Faculty Executive Committee
PHPR  Howard, Henry, Backes (Chair)
MDCM  Aubé, Prisinzano, Blagg
PHCH  Schöneich, Siahaan, Volkin
P&TX  Dobrowsky, Staudinger, Muma
Ex-officio  Dean, Associate Deans

Faculty Officers
Pharmacy Advisory Council Secretary – Hotchkiss
Faculty Secretary – Staudinger
Faculty Librarian – Hanzlik
Faculty Parliamenterian – Grunewald
AACP Faculty Delegate – Shin
AACP Faculty Delegate Alternate – Berkhard
AACP Administrative Delegate – Godwin
AACP Administrative Delegate Alternate – Barnes

Graduate Affairs Committee
PHPR  Grauer
MDCM  Prisinzano
PHCH  Krise
P&TX  Shi
Stobaugh (Chair)